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lopers was thus narrowed down to the crucial question
whether trade should be left free to find its own channel.
In favour of the staple system it was contended that if every
port and creek were plied day by day with imported cloth it
would not add to the quantity which the country needed ;
that all nations resorted to the mart town since traders had
the best choice there *; that if cloth were ' prostituted ' at
his door the buyer would always have the advantage over
the seller—" There is twenty in the hundred difference ", the
merchant's proverb ran, " between ' will you buy ?' and' will
you sell ? ' " z—and he would buy only from hand to hand,
thus casting upon the importer the whole loss arising from
want of quick sale, changes of fashion, ' decay in colour *,
and' the perishing of cloth'; that the ' grocer'3 was the best
* chapman' because he bought large quantities at a time ;
and lastly, that where the staple was held foreign com-
modities were most readily accessible owing to the concourse
of merchants from the Low Countries, Germany, Italy and
the Baltic4.    In the judgment of the Merchant Adventurers,
' rambling about the country ' in what was termed a ' loose
and straggling trade ', carrying cloth to the buyer's own door
and conducting business after the manner of ' petty shop-
keepers ' and pedlars, was ' unmerchant-like' and incon-
sistent with the dignity of merchant princes : it also turned
the goodwill of the native merchants into enmity against
the English interest5,
An example of a ' loose and straggling trade' is given
y Wheeler to point the moral and adorn the tale of his own
ordered Treatise on the * commodities arising by a well ordered
and ruled trade '. He relates that the English had a profit-
able trade at Narva until " a number of straggling merchants
resorting thither out of this realm the trade was utterly
spoiled, insomuch that many of them went about the town
with cloth upon their arms and measures in their hands ",
and by this ' pedlar-like kind of dealing' made " vile the
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